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new to Python and have just begun using Conda. I am using Python 3.6.3 and Windows 10. I am
having trouble installing Tensorflow. I want to use Tensorflow 2.0.0 with Python 3.6.3. I have the
Windows Anaconda distribution. From the Tensorflow site it gives a clear explanation of the
installation process: If you want to use Python version 3.5 (32-bit) with Python 2 (64-bit) then you
can use anaconda3-5.1.0-Windows-x86_64. You can download and install TensorFlow from the
Python package index. I then copied the c:\Miniconda3-latest\conda-bld\TensorFlow-2.0.0-cp35-
cp35m-win_amd64.whl file to a directory on my Windows desktop. I ran the following instructions
from the Tensorflow site: conda activate base conda config --set always_yes yes conda install -c
rhel-6 numpy setuptools scipy tensorflow However, after running the last command, I get the
following error message: Failed building wheel for numexpr==2.4.2 MSVC linker error: fatal error
LNK1104: cannot open file 'libnumpysdlib.lib' I have found the libnumpysdlib.lib file in
C:\Miniconda3-latest\conda-bld umpy-1.14.1-cp35-cp35m-win_amd64.whl
umpy\core\src\multiarray\shared\src umpy\type_check.c, which means the numpy package has
already been installed and seems to be working fine. What do I need to do to fix this error and
successfully install Tensorflow? Is there another issue here that I am not considering? A: You should
take this error message seriously. According to the log file it links with numpy 1.14 (whereas the
most recent version is 1.12
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